In this contribution, two unique common fixed point theorems for three and four self mappings are given which improve and extend the results of Aage and Salunke [1] and others.
Introduction
In his paper [9] , Sessa introduced the concept of weakly commuting mappings and obtained some common fixed point theorems. In 1986, Jungck [3] extend commuting and weakly commuting mappings by giving the concept of compatible mappings. After that, the same author with Murthy and Cho [4] defined another extension of weakly commuting mappings called the concept of compatible mappings of type (A). Later on, Pathak and Khan [8] gave the notion of compatible mappings of type (B) which extends the concept of compatible mappings of type (A). In this way, the first author with Cho, Kang and Madharia [7] gave another extension of the concept of compatible mappings of type (A) by introducing the notion of compatible mappings of type (C). Another type of compatibility called compatibility of type (P ) was introduced in [6] . Recently, Jungck and Rhoades [5] gave an extension of all concepts of commutativity, weak commutativity and compatibility by introducing the notion of weakly compatible mappings. More recently, Al-Thagafi and Shahzad [2] defined the concept of occasionally weakly compatible mappings (shortly (owc)) as an extension of the concept of weakly compatible mappings.
So on this way we have proved some common fixed point theorems for three and four owc mappings satisfying a contractive condition.
Definition self mappings f and g of a metric space
1.3 Definition self mappings f and g of a metric space (X , d) are said to be weakly compatible if they commute at their coincidence points.
Definition
Two self mappings f and g of a set X are owc iff, there is a point t in X which is a coincidence point of f and g at which f and g commute.
In their paper [1] Aage and Salunke proved the following results:
1.5 Theorem Suppose f , g and h be three self mappings of a complete metric space (X , d) into itself satisfying the conditions:
for all x, y ∈ X and α, β and γ are non-negative reals such that α + 2β + 2γ < 1. 
for all x, y ∈ X and α, β and γ be non-negative reals such that α + 2β + 2γ < 1.
Then f , g, h and k have a unique common fixed point.
Note that compatible mappings of type (A) are occasionally weakly compatible but, the converse is not true in general. The following example shows this fact.
Example
Now, consider the sequence
Therefore, f and g are occasionally weakly compatible but not compatible of type (A).
For our main results we need the following definition: 
for all x, y ∈ X , where ϕ : R + → R + is a Lebesgue-integrable mapping which is summable non-negative such that 0 ϕ(t)dt > 0 for each > 0 and α, β, γ are non-negative reals such that α + 2β + 2γ < 1, (2) pair of mappings (f, h) or (g, h) is owc. Then f , g and h have a unique common fixed point.
Proof
Suppose that f and h are owc, then, there is an element u ∈ X such that f u = hu and f hu = hf u. First, we prove that f u = gu. Indeed, by using inequality (1), we get
which is a contradiction, hence, gu = f u = hu. Again, suppose that f f u = f u. The use of condition (1) gives
this contradiction implies that f f u = f u = hf u. Now, suppose that gf u = f u. By inequality (1) we have
the above contradiction implies that gf u = f u. Put f u = gu = hu = t, so, t is a common fixed point of mappings f , g and h. Now, let t and z be two distinct common fixed points of mappings f , g and h; i.e., f t = gt = ht = t and f z = gz = hz = z.
αd(ht,hz)+β[d(f t,ht)+d(gz,hz)]+γ[d(ht,gz)+d(hz,f t)]
hence d(t, z) = 0 and z = t. Thus the common fixed point is unique.
If we put ϕ(t) = 1 in the above theorem, we get the following result. (Theorem 2.1 of [1] improved) Let X be a set with a symmetric d and let f , g and h be three self mappings of (X , d) such that:
Corollary
for all x, y ∈ X and α, β, γ are non-negative reals such that α + 2β + 2γ < 1, (2) f and h or g and h are owc. Then f , g and h have a unique common fixed point.
A unique common fixed point for four mappings
Now, we give our second main result.
Theorem
Let X be a set endowed with a symmetric d. Suppose f , g, h and k are four self mappings of (X , d) satisfying the following conditions:
αd(hx,ky)+β[d(f x,hx)+d(gy,ky)]+γ[d(hx,gy)+d(ky,f x)]
for all x, y ∈ X , where ϕ : R + → R + is a Lebesgue-integrable mapping which is summable non-negative such that 0 ϕ(t)dt > 0 for each > 0 and α, β, γ be non-negative reals such that α + 2β + 2γ < 1, (2) pairs of mappings (f, h) and (g, k) are owc. Then f , g, h and k have a unique common fixed point.
Proof
Since pairs of mappings (f, h) and (g, k) are owc, then, there exist two points u and v in X such that f u = hu and f hu = hf u, gv = kv and gkv = kgv. First, we prove that f u = gv. Indeed, from inequality (1) we have
Similarly gf u = kf u = f u. Put f u = t, therefore t is a common fixed point of mappings f , g, h and k. Let t and z be two different common fixed points of mappings f , g, h and k. i.e. f t = gt = ht = kt = t and f z = gz = hz = kz = z. By condition (1)
since α + 2γ < 1, we have z = t. Hence the proof.
Putting ϕ(t) = 1 in the above theorem, we obtain the next result.
Corollary (Theorem 2.2 of [1] improved) Let d be a symmetric of a set X .
Suppose f , g, h and k are four self mappings of (X , d) satisfying the conditions:
for all x, y ∈ X and α, β, γ are non-negative reals such that α + 2β + 2γ < 1, (2) (f, h) and (g, k) are owc. Then f , g, h and k have a unique common fixed point.
Before giving an example which illustrates and shows the generality of our results against the other results, we present the following corollary which whose proof is as easy as the proof of the theorem.
Corollary
Endowe the set X with a symmetric d. Suppose f , g, h and k are four self mappings of (X , d) satisfying the following conditions:
for all x, y ∈ X , where ϕ : The following example support our results. .
Example

